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Urban Dictionary: a tall glass of water
I would imagine the phrase continued there because it's very
hot, and a tall glass of water is refreshing. It would be
similar to saying to someone.
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Something someone refers to as a woman who is tall and they
find sexy.
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| Flickr
similar to "tall, dark, and handsome", if you are a tall glass
of water, you are a tall guy who is a good catch, i.e. a
goodlooking bachelor.
to be a tall glass of water | WordReference Forums
The "tall drink of water" part of this phrase is not
derogatory or insulting . Google comes up with variations like
long drink of water, tall glass of.
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Ask MetaFilter
A variant of the earlier long drink of water. tall drink of
water (plural tall drinks of water). (US, slang) Alternative
form of long drink of water (“a tall person”).
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Your browser does not currently recognize any of the video
formats available. Click here to visit our frequently asked
questions about HTML5.
Tall Glass of Water Custom Ink Fundraising
What's the origin/etymology of the phrase "Tall Drink of
Water", usually in It's a matter of contrast: hot day, thirst,
then a tall glass of water.
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Your browser does not currently recognize any of the video
formats available. Click here to visit our frequently asked
questions about HTML5.
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A tall drink of water is a tall person who looks refreshing,
like a glass of water on a hot day. I don't know, but I've
heard it used to describe men.
LoginRegister.StreamingandDownloadhelp. Daddyo Banned USA. A
brief look at Google images suggests the phrase is more often
used to describe tall, built men, than attractive, possibly
tall women. The Free Dictionary and Idiomsdictionary.
SearchAdvancedsearch….It is designed to last a very, very long
time. Is it love or is it desire?
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